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1Abstract— The off grid energy production system is widely
used in residential renewable application for uninterrupted
power usage. This paper is for the bidirectional gird system.
However, due to inefficiency over energy storage systems and
dynamic and static pricing over the selling and buying of the
energy makes the system complex and sophisticated. In this
regard, the use of optimizing algorithm in a real time conditions
through a micro controller gives a feasible closed loop solution
with minimum complexity. This system also gives better
structure to energy flow and storage system decision. This
system also gives improved utilization of the energy from the
renewable energy generation. Simulation helps to show the
buying side and selling side voltage, current, harmonics,
effectiveness of control strategy and to understand system cost
and buying and selling price of energy through the system.

Index Terms—Storage system, renewable energy generation,
bidirectional grid system, closed loop control, energy flow

I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid grid is considered as the key solution to residential
distribution grid. The hybrid is considered to be the future
power structure in residential application and this will meet
the energy production and distribution in residential
renewable production. The local renewable energy production
in residential application has a greater flexibility in energy
control. The hybrid grid has an ability to buy energy from the
conventional grid and to sell the energy produced from the
renewable source back to the conventional this makes the
system closed loop and bidirectional flow between
conventional grid and energy storage systems. This makes the
consumers to buy and sell energy through a dynamic or a
static pricing scheme.
The grid system requires a better control strategies and
effective storage system. The bidirectional flow between the
grid and storage unit makes the system complicated and
creates more challenges which requires intelligent control
strategies more control decision has to be made. A smart
control system solution to the total grid creates a better energy
flow in real time application this solution helps to maximize
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the benefits from the system. Moreover, the control strategy
has to know about storage unit investment, energy flow
between load, conventional grid, renewable grid and storage
unit, and has to decide how much of energy to buy, sell, store.
The storage unit which is the battery unit has limitations since
the battery has to charge and discharge continuously the
battery unit requires a better and optimized usage of it.
In this paper proposes a control strategy and energy flow.
The proposed system is simulated and low scale prototype is
developed and evaluated under various conditions and results
show the effectiveness of the system.
A. Related Works
The Energy Storage Management has been considered at
the power grid to overcome the oscillating of renewable
generation, with many works in literature on storage control
and valuation of its role in renewable generation [1], for
power stabilizing with fixed load [2], [3] or flexible load
control [5], [6], and for phase stabilizing [4]. Residential
energy storage systems to shorten electricity cost have been
considered without renewable energy [17] and with renewable
integration [9]– [12], [18]– [24]. where combined strategies of
load prediction and day-ahead scheduling on respective large
and small timescales are proposed. The knowledge of load
statistics and renewable generation are known ahead of time,
while no battery operational cost are considered. Real-time
energy storage management amid unfamiliar system dynamics
is much more challenging. Assuming known distributions of
system dynamics and solved numerically using Dynamic
Programming [13], [18]. However, this method suffers from
high computational sophisticated to be implementable for
practical systems. In addition, due to unpredictable nature of
system dynamics, the required statistics are complicated to
acquire or predict in practice. Without the statistical
knowledge of system dynamics, for independent and
identically distributed or stationary system dynamics (pricing,
renewable, and load), energy control algorithms are proposed
in [19], [20] without considering battery working cost, and in
[21] with battery charging and discharging operational cost
considered. All the above works aim to shrink the long-term
average
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system cost. A real-time energy control algorithm to minimize
the system cost within a finite time period is designed in [11]
for arbitrary system dynamics. Furthermore, joint storage
control and flexible load scheduling is considered in [12]
where the closed-form sequential solution was developed to
minimize the system cost while meeting the load deadlines.
The idea of energy selling or buying is considered in, where
focus on demand-side management via pricing schemes using
game approaches for load scheduling among customers, and
considers a micro grid operation and supply. In addition,
although not explicitly modeled, the system considered in [24]
can be generalized to include energy selling under a
simplified model, provided that buying and selling prices are
constrained such that the overall cost function is still convex.
All these works consider the grid level operation and the cost
associated with it, and use a simple battery storage model
without considering degradation or operational cost. Since the
consumers may prefer a cost saving management solution in a
customer-defined time period, and system dynamics may not
be stationary, it is important to provide a cost-minimizing
solution to meet such need. There is no such existing
bidirectional energy management solution with energy
selling-back capability. In addition, most prevailing works
ignore battery inefficiency in charging and discharging, which
outcome in energy loss that affects the storage behaviors and
should be taken into account in the energy storage control
design.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The microcontroller unit which has the condition logic and
control is present and takes various input from the
conventional grid, photovoltaic source generation, battery
state of charge (SOC), other inputs from the inverter output
are given to the controller. The microcontroller has the
algorithm working under optimized state. The microcontroller
is able to identify the demand duration in the conventional
grid and makes the decision required to trade the energy in
specific time duration.
The microcontroller uses Maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) algorithm to maximize the PV source peak power
generation. Using coulomb counting method the state of
charge (SOC) of batteries are calculated. Inverter also uses
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) in simulation PID
controller is used to control and evaluation.
III. OPERATION
The conventional grid supplies an alternating voltage and
frequency of required level the power from the conventional
grid is given to the storage unit then to the single phase
inverter and to the residential load. Whenever the renewable
source does not produce required power from the source the
conventional grid charges the battery unit through AC-DC
converter.

The system consists of conventional grid which supplies
voltage at required frequency, the renewable grid which is
photovoltaic energy source or other renewable energy source
but for simple application photovoltaic system is used. The
conventional grid is connected to the battery, single phase
inverter and finally to the load. The photovoltaic source is
connected to the charging circuit and then to the battery. The
inverter which takes necessary condition to operate the
system. Inverter is connected to microcontroller unit which
the algorithm is fed and microcontroller gives the control
signals to the single phase inverter and other system
components.

Figure 2. Hardware block diagram
Figure 1. Simple block diagram
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The renewable source generates power and charges the
storage unit using charging circuits. During times the charging
unit is full during this time the driver unit switch the switches
and power from the renewable source if given to the selling
side inverter to match the voltage, current and frequency and
given to grid.
During demand duration the storage unit charge is
discharged up to certain percentage a safe amount of charge is
present in storage unit for backup propose. The discharged
charge is added with the energy produced from the renewable
source. This excess energy gives a suitable amount of power
which results in more power traded to the grid and battery life
is increased accordingly. The battery lifecycles get reduced
accordingly and battery deterioration rate is also calculated by
controller and control signal is given.
The microcontroller unit is given with crystal oscillator for
signal pluses and connected to high power driver unit which is
the switch whenever the microcontroller condition is given to
driver unit it takes required action to switch the switches in
high power driver unit.

Table I: Design parameters
S.no
1
2
3
4
5
6

Description
Base voltage in
conventional grid
Base frequency in
conventional grid
Nominal battery
voltage
Nominal battery
capacity
Load Resistance
Battery Technology

Parameter
V0

Value
230

Unit
V

f0

50

Hz

Vbat

400

V

Cbat

10

Ah

RL

100
LeadAcid

Ω

The output waveform characteristics the waveform gives
the voltage of 230V at 50Hz frequency and at a
powerfactor of unity where volatge and current are in phase
with each other.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the system, the proposed system model is
simulated in MATLAB software. The design parameters are
mentioned in the Table I.
The PV load side has a total of 96 series connected cells
and a total of 5 series and 40 parallel modules and at a
constant temperature of 25 degrees Celsius and irradiance of
800.

Figure 4. Voltage (Vop) and Current (Iop) on selling side.

The current given to the load is continous without any
interruption during the switching of the inverter the flow of
current is mantained. During the discharge of the battery to
load or to the grid the current given to the residential load is
continous.
The volatge and current from the PV module is dc supply
and it is not continous because of the radiation the voltage are
produced high at radiation duration. The charge controller
using Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) module to
boost the charge the battery unit.

Figure 3. PV panel input voltage and current.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a better hybrid structure in
residential application. the renewable source is integrated with
the conventional grid to maximize the energy traded to the
grid in bidirectional flow a better energy flow through the grid
helps to minimize the complexity of the system. The real time
control and closed loop control of the system makes easy to
be implement and control. This method has better battery
storage management. Energy loss during excess energy
production in off grid methodologies is subdued using this
method of bidirectional flow control. The energy traded is
highly beneficial and profitable to the consumer in residential
application. Further simulation is used to study and
understand the operation of the system and power flow of the
system.
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